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DIARY DATES
22nd September
Public Holiday

30th September
Early Dissmissal

30th September
Student Free Day

MESSAGE FROM LEADERSHIP
Dear Families,
Term 3 has been another busy term with many successful events and a couple still to come. Thank you to all the
families who have supported their children to participate, allowing them to get the most out of the opportunity
provided.
Please be reminded that Thursday 22nd September has been declared a 'National Day of Mourning' in honour of
Queen Elizabeth II. This is a one-off public holiday where the school will remain closed.
During this term, Ms Hannah and Mr Polyak have been preparing our students for Sports Day in Week 10. This day
will see our students participate in a number of tabloid sports, representing their house colours and contributing
toward their house points. On top of that, team songs have been designed and rehearsed ready to support all
participants over the day. Finally, the students will have an opportunity to beat staff in a relay.
In other sporting news, it is with great pride that I can announce that our SAPSASA football (soccer) team finished
3rd in the state for medium sized schools. On Monday 12th September, the team participated in the semi-final and
3rd / 4th place playoff at the new state centre of football, the ServiceFM Stadium. In a hard fought semi-final, our
boys lost 3-1 to Hallett Cove East Primary School. Understandably disappointed, our students rallied together as they
wanted to ensure they finished in the best position possible. In the 3rd / 4th place play-off they beat a spirited
Concordia side 3-2. From the first round to the 3rd / 4th
place play-off, the team ended with a record of 5 wins
and 1 loss. A fantastic effort from the boys. A special
mention goes to Emile Van Der Walt for supporting the
side during the whole journey, thank you.
Warm Regards
Kaylem Short
Principal
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ROOM 6 NEWS
In Room 6 during village time, we break up into our Guided Reading groups and do different
activities. These include: segmenting, blending, buddy reading, beginning sounds and independent
writing tasks.
All this learning helps us with our reading and writing. Room 6 love to learn!!

PHYSICAL EDUCATION NEWS
In Physical Education students have been increasing their sport specific vocabulary. They are
working on sounding out, spelling and using words in sentences to increase their
comprehension. Junior Primary have been developing their foot-eye coordination, participating
in kicking and dribbling learning activities. Middle and Upper Primary classes have been
transferring their game understanding of Volleyball to Badminton to deepen their knowledge of
sports played with a net.
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ROOM 4 NEWS
Waves of Intervention with Miss Rachel
At Ingle Farm Primary School, we have adopted a
whole school waves approach to target all
student’s phonology, morphology, entomology
and orthography learning gaps. In the Grade 1
and 2 cohort, the students are split into five
different groups and attend Waves four times a
week with their designated teacher and group. In
Miss Rachel’s Waves class, the students are
provided with engaging learning opportunities to learn about letters and how they are linked to
sounds (phonemes) to form letter-sound correspondences and spelling patterns and to help them
learn how to apply this knowledge in their reading, writing and spelling. Here are some of the
student’s favourite things about waves:
“I like working with different teachers for rotations and I love doing word mapping
because it helps me learn.” – Aryan (Room 4).
“I love doing dictation on Thursdays because it is so much fun doing a spelling test.”
– Saba (Room 2).
“My favourite part about waves is working with Miss Rachel and Declan.”
– Jake (Room 4).
“I like writing words and dictation.” – Nasrin (Room 3).
“I like dictation because you get to write words with the sound of the week.”
– Dani (Room 2).
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